
  

 

MARSEILLE BORELY - 31 March 

Race 1 

1. FIRELLO - 1L fourth in a class A auto start at Vincennes 45 days ago. Each way claims racing barefoot for a good 

stable.  

2. DEKO DE TILOU - 4L winner of a grade D event from behind the mobile at Cagnes-sur-Mer earlier this month. One 

to note upped in class without shoes.  

3. CAVIAR DU VIVIER - 1L class D walk up second at Laval 26 days ago. Place claims upped in grade.  

4. ELIOT D'AMBRI - 2L fourth in a grade D auto start at Vincennes four weeks ago. Outside place claims racing 

barefoot.  

5. GAMBLE RIVER - DQ in the G3 Prix Reverdy at Vincennes a month ago. Not discounted on best walk up form and 

without shoes.  

6. GENERAL DU PARC - Held on three starts this campaign. Others preferred.  

7. DEXTASE MONTAVAL - Progress required on what she has shown this campaign.  

8. DAVINA DU CAPRE - 3L fourth in a class C auto start at Lyon la Soie just under two weeks ago. Place claims 

reverting to a walk up.  

9. DEGANAWIDAH - Below par at Lisieux a week ago. Respected on his nose second in the G3 Grand National du 

Trot Paris-Turf at Reims prior.  

10. CASH DES CAILLONS - 3L third in a walk up over this course and distance eight days ago. Each way player 

racing barefoot. 

11. DECOLORATION - Fair sixth at Vincennes four weeks back and one to note on his group form shown this 

campaign. 

12. CREPE DE SATIN - Moderate form of late including DQ in the G3 Grand National du Trot Paris-Turf at Reims two 

runs back. More needed.  

13. BLACK D'ARJEANC - 9L third in a class B walk up at Cagnes-sur-Mer earlier this month. Outside place claims 

racing without shoes. 

14. BLACK JACK FROM - DQ on his last six outings. Best watched on stable debut.  

15. ECLAT DE GLOIRE - 2L fifth in the G3 Prix Pierre Desire Allaire at Cagnes-sur-Mer last month. Key player with a 

solid record at G3 level.  

16. BOSS DU MELEUC - G2 success in the mounted Prix Paul Buquet last December. One to note if replicating that 

form back in a driven contest. 

Summary 

ECLAT DE GLOIRE (15) produced a 2L fifth in the G3 Prix Pierre Desire Allaire at Cagnes-sur-Mer. Key player with a 

fair record at G3 level. It may prove best to excuse DEGANAWIDAH (9) a below par effort. Nose runner-up in the G3 

Grand National du Trot Paris-Turf at Reims prior. Warrants respect. DEKO DE TILOU (2) ran out a 4L winner of a 

grade D contest from behind the mobile at Cagnes-sur-Mer. Shortlisted up in standard racing without shoes. FIRELLO 

(1) and DAVINA DU CAPRE (8) hold each way claims. 

Selections 

ECLAT DE GLOIRE (15) - DEGANAWIDAH (9) - DEKO DE TILOU (2) - FIRELLO (1) - DAVINA DU CAPRE (8)  



  

 

Race 2 

1. FACTO PRIOR - Held on both starts this campaign but not discounted on best figures.  

2. FUEGO DU CHENE - Poor form in recent walk up events. More needed.  

3. EFFEUILLEE - Back-to-back moderate sixths this campaign. Progress required.  

4. FEERIE DES BROUETS - Well held in latest outings. Others preferred.  

5. ENJOLRAS - DQ the last twice but holds place claims on his 4L walk up success in February 

four runs back. Running barefoot. 

6. EL VALEROSO - Fair form in walk up events at Cagnes-sur-Mer the last twice. One to note.  

7. COSMOS GEDE - 3L third over this course and distance on his return twelve days ago. 

Consider without shoes.  

8. EPICE LIGERIENNE - 4L fifth in a class E auto start at Cagnes-sur-Mer a fortnight ago. Key 

player eased in standard reverting to a walk up.  

9. EXPRESS LADY - Mixed recent form mainly from behind the mobile. Not ruled out on best 

walk up figures.  

10. FLICKA LUCAXELO - Eases in grade following fair walk up efforts in grade E and D 

company. Shortlisted racing without front shoes.  

11. CELIA DE FEUGERES - One from two over this course and distance. Not ruled out racing 

barefoot.  

Summary 

EPICE LIGERIENNE (8) produced a 4L fifth in a class E auto start at Cagnes-sur-Mer a fortnight 

ago. Leading contender eased in grade reverting to a walk up. Similar comments apply to 

FLICKA LUCAXELO (10) who drops in standard following fair walk up efforts in grade E and D 

company. One to note without front shoes. COSMOS GEDE (7) holds claims racing barefoot 

after a 3L third at this course and distance on his return. CELIA DE FEUGERES (11) is one 

from two over this track and trip and not ruled out. 

Selections 

EPICE LIGERIENNE (8) - FLICKA LUCAXELO (10) - COSMOS GEDE (7) - CELIA DE 

FEUGERES (11)  



  

 

Race 3 

1. IRONIE DES BROUETS - 5L fourth over this track and trip twelve days ago. 

One to note. 

2. ISHTAR FONT - Promising 3L sixth in a class D auto start at Cagnes-sur-

Mer on debut four weeks ago. Each way claims.  

3. IMPERIAL DU STADE - Fifth in tougher company the last twice. Respected 

reverting to racing from behind the mobile eased in grade.  

4. INDESKAYA BIRD - 4L winner of a class E mobile event at Cagnes-sur-Mer 

last month. Key player with more to come.  

5. IRON D'ERONVILLE - 2L debut victory prior to a 7L fifth over this track and 

trip twelve days ago. One to note.  

6. IBIZA EVENING - Bolted up by 10L in a class E walk up at Cagnes-sur-Mer 

66 days ago. Top chance on auto start debut. 

7. IN BEETWEEN US - 4L fourth in a grade C auto start at Toulouse last month. 

Respected dropped in class.  

8. IRIS DE MEMARTIN - 3L winner of a claimer at Bihorel Les Rouen ten days 

ago. More needed on stable debut in this class.  

9. IDYLLE DARLING - 2L third in a class E auto start over this track and trip 

twelve days ago. Shortlisted. 

Summary 

The unbeaten IBIZA EVENING (6) produced an impressive 10L victory in a 

class E walk up at Cagnes-sur-Mer. May prove hard to beat with further 

progress possible on his first start from behind the mobile. The drop in class 

can aid IN BEETWEEN US (7) after a 4L fourth in a grade C auto start at 

Toulouse. Respected. INDESKAYA BIRD (4) was a 4L winner of a class E 

mobile event at Cagnes-sur-Mer. One to note with further improvement likely. 

IDYLLE DARLING (9) can take a step forward and maintains good form at this 

course and distance. Place claims. 

Selections 

IBIZA EVENING (6) - IN BEETWEEN US (7) - INDESKAYA BIRD (4) - 

IDYLLE DARLING (9)  



  

 

Race 4 

1. HARMONIE D'URZY - 3L fourth in a class C walk up at Lyon la Soie two weeks ago. Each 

way claims on mobile debut.  

2. HISTOIRE DU MIDI - Two good efforts in grade D auto start events at Cagnes-sur-Mer prior 

to a below par walk up run at Lyon la Soie. One to note.  

3. HANDZARO DU BOCAGE - Unplaced in both auto starts thus far. Best watched after a 73 

day spell.  

4. HANDY MAN - Two good runs in class D auto start company prior to a fair walk up effort two 

weeks back. Consider reverting to a mobile event. 

5. HARDI CROWN - DQ and held sixth on sole auto start earlier this month. Both those came 

at Cagnes-sur-Mer. Key player if replicating best walk up form. 

6. HESTIA DU GOUTIER - 1L runner up in a grade E auto start at Lisieux a week ago. One to 

note for a good yard.  

7. HIDALGO DES NOES - 0-22 but he holds strong each way claims on his recent form from 

behind the mobile. (Three places from his last four starts) 

8. HORCHESTRO - 1L winner of a class D auto start at Toulouse 35 days ago. Key player 

racing without back shoes.  

9. HIGH ROCK - Running well when DQ at the 250m stage of a class D auto start at Cagnes-

sur-Mer 25 days ago. One to note without rear shoes.  

10. HARISTIDE LOUIS - 2L runner up in a grade E mobile event at Cagnes-sur-Mer 22 days 

ago. Each way claims.  

11. HAMISH - Unplaced in eight starts from behind the mobile. Others preferred.  

12. HOUSTON SISSI - 5L class E walk up success at Marseille Vivaux two runs back. 

Shortlisted with more to come from behind the mobile. 

Summary 

HORCHESTRO (8) ran out a 1L winner of a class D auto start at Toulouse. Top chance without 

back shoes. The unexposed HARDI CROWN (5) was DQ in latest. Held on his sole auto start 

effort earlier this month however is respected if replicating the form of his four walk up victories 

from behind the mobile. HIGH ROCK (9) was going well when DQ at the 250m stage of a grade 

D auto start at Cagnes-sur-Mer. Shortlisted without rear shoes. HESTIA DU GOUTIER (6) is 

not to be discounted representing a good yard. 

Selections 

HORCHESTRO (8) - HARDI CROWN (5) - HIGH ROCK (9) - HESTIA DU GOUTIER (6)  



  

 

Race 5 

1. CRISTAL JIHAIME - 2L winner of a class E auto start amateur drivers event at Cagnes-sur-

Mer a fortnight ago. Respected running barefoot. 

2. FAKIR DU RANCH - In excellent form this campaign and is two from three from behind the 

mobile. Leading player on his standout 2L class C victory four runs ago.  

3. DRAGON ROUGE - 1L runner up in a class E walk up at Cagnes-sur-Mer 29 days ago. One 

to note back in an auto start racing barefoot.  

4. COOBYA ANGANO - Recent form requires progress but she holds each way claims on best 

auto start form.  

5. DJEMBE DU PONT - 4L fourth in a class E auto start at Cagnes-sur-Mer a fortnight ago. 

One to note without shoes.  

6. BIG BOSS DU JAS - Held in three outings this campaign but not discounted if the return to 

this venue sparks a revival (2-5 over this track and trip).  

7. CHOUCHOU LOULOU - The return to racing from behind the mobile is a positive and not 

ruled out on stable debut.  

8. DORIE DE SAUZETTE - One success from 30 starts from behind the mobile. Outside place 

claims on best form.  

9. DOUX DOUX - Held on recent form. More needed racing barefoot. 

10. COTE OUEST - Latest form requires more. Others preferred.  

11. BREM ORANGE - More required on recent outings but is unexposed from behind the 

mobile. May progress without shoes.  

12. BEL CANTO JOYEUX - Well held on recent starts. Best watched.  

13. DILF DE CHAMANT - Capable if putting his best foot forward but does have risks attached.  

14. ELLINGTON DREAM - 2L runner up in a class E walk up at Cagnes-sur-Mer earlier this 

month. Each way player without shoes. 

Summary 

FAKIR DU RANCH (2) has been in excellent form this campaign. Two from three behind the 

mobile and rates a top chance on standout 2L class C victory four outings ago. CRISTAL 

JIHAIME (1) scored by 2L in a class E auto start amateur drivers event at Cagnes-sur-Mer. 

Warrants respect. DRAGON ROUGE (3) produced a 1L second in a grade E walk up at 

Cagnes-sur-Mer. Can be considered back in an auto start racing barefoot. DJEMBE DU PONT 

(5) completes the shortlist running without shoes. 

Selections 

FAKIR DU RANCH (2) - CRISTAL JIHAIME (1) - DRAGON ROUGE (3) - DJEMBE DU 

PONT (5)  



  

 

Race 6 

1. FLASH DU GOUTIER - Held on latest outings and unplaced in five starts at this venue. More 

needed.  

2. ECHO DU PALAIS - 0-39 in mounted races. Each way claims on recent mounted form.  

3. GALACTIQUE MERITE - 8L third in a mounted race over this track and trip last week. Each 

way player running barefoot.  

4. DESTIN DE REVE - 3L third in a walk up at Cagnes-sur-Mer two weeks ago but more needed 

back in a mounted event.  

5. FORJAN - Placed in all three mounted races to date. Unexposed in this discipline. Not 

discounted.  

6. CHARMEUR LUDOIS - Back-to-back mounted DQ. Not ruled out on his 2L class D second 

at Marseille-Vivaux last November.  

7. BELLONE SPECIALE - Unplaced in both mounted starts thus far. Best watched.  

8. FIFTY FIVE BOND - Ten victories from 28 starts in mounted company. Arrives in excellent 

form after a class C second at Cagnes-sur-Mer. Tough to beat for an in-form yard.  

9. DOTTARUS - Seven wins from 20 mounted starts including a good record over this track 

and trip. Key player after a 222 day absence.  

10. DOLCE D'EBANE - 4L fourth in a class C event at Cagnes-sur-Mer on mounted debut two 

runs back. Leading contender without front shoes.  

Summary 

FIFTY FIVE BOND (8) arrives in excellent form following a class C second at Cagnes-sur-Mer 

and looks tough to beat easing in grade representing an in-form yard. The main danger might 

be DOTTARUS (9) who previously produced seven wins from twenty mounted starts. Maintains 

a good record over this track and trip and is a key player resuming from an absence. DOLCE 

D'EBANE (10) made a top start to her mounted career when 4L fourth in a class C event at 

Cagnes-sur-Mer two runs back. Shortlisted. CHARMEUR LUDOIS (6) holds place claims. 

Selections 

FIFTY FIVE BOND (8) - DOTTARUS (9) - DOLCE D'EBANE (10) - CHARMEUR LUDOIS (6)  



  

 

Race 7 

1. DELTA DE LOIRON - Fair efforts in a class F walk ups the last twice. Each way claims.  

2. EDISON DU PUY - Well held on both starts this campaign. More needed.  

3. DEEPSTACK - 4L winner of a country track walk up ten days ago. One to note running 

barefoot.  

4. CHARME D'URZY - 1L fifth in a class E walk up at Cagnes-sur-Mer last month. Each way 

player racing without rear shoes.  

5. CORPS ET AME - Running well when DQ at the 100m stage at Laval a fortnight ago. Leading 

player if completing.  

6. DIZA DU COURTILLE - Held on her last three starts but may show more eased in standard. 

Not entirely discounted.  

7. DIAMS DE BASSIERE - 3L third in a class D Cagnes-sur-Mer walk up prior to a late DQ 

(400m) in a class B walk up at this course and distance. Key player eased in class.  

8. DINO DU RILER - Held when last seen 97 days ago. Best watched on stable debut.  

9. COYOTE SLY - 1L second in a class E walk up at Cagnes-sur-Mer two starts ago. Place 

claims.  

10. BAMBINO DES FLOTS - Fair form in class D and E walk ups recently. Frame contender 

racing barefoot.  

11. CENTAURE GEDE - 9L fifth in a class D walk up at Cagnes-sur-Mer a fortnight ago. Place 

claims without shoes. 

12. EVARISTE DU BOURG - Faded late on when 1L second to a subsequent winner in a class 

D walk up at Cagnes-sur-Mer two weeks ago. Top chance eased in standard.  

13. BINGO NAY - Held the last twice but may bounce back and not ruled out on prior walk up 

form.  

Summary 

EVARISTE DU BOURG (12) faded late on when a 1L runner up to a subsequent winner in a 

class D walk up at Cagnes-sur-Mer. Top player eased in standard. CORPS ET AME (5) 

managed to race favourably when DQ at the 100m stage at Laval. Leading player if maintaining 

stride. DIAMS DE BASSIERE (7) produced a 3L third in a class D walk up prior to a late DQ in 

a class B walk up at this course and distance. Warrants respect dropping in grade. BAMBINO 

DES FLOTS (10) holds each way claims racing barefoot. CENTAURE GEDE (11) was 9L fifth 

in a grade D walk up at Cagnes-sur-Mer. Place claims without shoes. 

Selections 

EVARISTE DU BOURG (12) - CORPS ET AME (5) - DIAMS DE BASSIERE (7) - BAMBINO 

DES FLOTS (10) - CENTAURE GEDE (11)  



  

 

Race 8 

1. GALET DE RIVIERE - Back-to-back DQ in class C walk ups at Vincennes. Two wins from 

three starts behind the mobile. One to note reverting to an auto start on stable debut.  

2. GO AND FLASH - Arrives on a hat-trick bid following a pair of victories including a class D 

auto start two runs back. Key player racing barefoot.   

3. GINAI DES EPINES - Fair efforts in walk ups this campaign. Respected back in a mobile 

race with a good record in this shoeing combination.  

4. GENTLEMAN DE LARRE - Mixed form in walk ups recently but remains unexposed from 

behind the mobile. Each way claims.  

5. GAZELLE DAXEL - Well beaten in walk ups when last seen 77 days ago. May show more 

eased in grade from behind the mobile.  

6. GUEVARA DU PONT - In good form recently and has two wins from three outings in auto 

start company. Key player racing barefoot for a good stable.  

7. GANGSTER DAVANESS - Unplaced in five auto starts thus far but not ruled out if replicating 

best walk up form.  

8. GOING JET - 9L third in a class D auto start at Cagnes-sur-Mer last month. Each way player.  

9. GRISELDA BLANCO - Solid form in class D mobile events recently. Each way claims racing 

barefoot.  

10. GARRY THORIS - Held in three starts last campaign. Eased in grade for return and has an 

excellent record at this venue. (Four wins from six starts). One to note.  

Summary 

GUEVARA DU PONT (6) maintains good form with two wins from three outings among auto 

start company. Top chance racing barefoot representing a leading stable. GO AND FLASH (2) 

bids for a hat-trick following a pair of victories including a class D auto start. Warrants respect 

racing without shoes. GALET DE RIVIERE (1) can be excused DQ in class C walk ups at 

Vincennes past two attempts. Two wins from three runs behind the mobile and makes the 

shortlist. GARRY THORIS (10) holds an excellent record of four wins from six outings at this 

venue. Not out of this. 

Selections 

GUEVARA DU PONT (6) - GO AND FLASH (2) - GALET DE RIVIERE (1) - GARRY 

THORIS (10) 

 


